Name:__________________________________

Common
Prepositions

Every sentence has to have a subject (a person or thing) and a verb
(what that person or thing does.) But a very good sentence has more
than just a simple subject and verb. Other kinds of words help make the
sentence more exciting. A preposition can tell us more information about
what is happening and when.

Many of the prepositions that we use a lot are prepositions that tell where. Others give us
more information about the subject.
Use the common prepositions from the word bank to complete the sentences.
Word Bank

to

from

in

out

on

off

for

of

by

with

1) The princess lives __________ the castle.
2) I bought some milk ________________ the grocery store.
3) My sister sat ____________ my mom __________ the bus.
4) When we got ready for dinner, I had to take my books _________ the table.
5) We took a trip ________ of town last week .
6) My dad always drinks a glass _______ milk before bed to help him sleep.
7) The thing I enjoy most about the holidays is playing ___________ my cousins.
8) Next year I will be old enough to walk _______ school by myself.
9) Please leave your shoes _______ the door when you come in.
10) Our dog ran _______ the yard _______ the fence.
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1) The princess lives __________ the castle.

from
2) I bought some milk ________________ the grocery store.

by

on

3) My sister sat ____________ my mom __________ the bus.

off
4) When we got ready for dinner, I had to take my books _________ the table.

out
5) We took a trip ________ of town last week.

of
6) My dad always drinks a glass _______ milk before bed to help him sleep.

with
7) The thing I enjoy most about the holidays is playing ___________ my cousins.

to
8) Next year I will be old enough to walk _______ school by myself.

by
9) Please leave your shoes _______ the door when you come in.

in

by

10) Our dog ran _______ the yard _______ the fence.
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